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Deep neural networks are 
unstable against input noise
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• small changes in the input —> big changes in the output of neural networks 
• how do we improve the robustness of neural networks?

• work published in Conference on Computer Vision & Pattern Recognition 2016
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Deep neural networks are unstable against input noise
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Mild adversarial noise from image processing

• Image processing can introduce “mild adversarial” input noise

original + cropping-10 + jpeg-50 + thumb-225
“dog” “cat” “monkey” “donkey”



A failure case: image similarity detection

• 2 images are similar iff their feature distance is “small enough”

1 and 2: the diff between A and B is very 
small, but the feature distances differ by 
order of magnitude  
3: the diff is very large, yet the feature 
distance is smaller than for column 2  
— no threshold will simultaneously classify 
1,2 and 3 correctly!

1 2 3
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The extreme case: adversarial examples



Can we find a general method that 
improves robustness against many 

types of noise simultaneously?
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Data augmentation with Gaussian noise

A straightforward method:

original
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Data augmentation with Gaussian noise

A straightforward method:

• Enlarge dataset with perturbed samples 
• Perturb with Gaussian noise — augmented dataset has “infinite” size 

• Samples from all possible perturbations

original perturbed perturbed perturbed perturbed
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Data augmentation with Gaussian noise

• Leads to over-regularization / underfitting 
• Example: triplet ranking for image similarity

query A B

Is A or B more similar to query?



Stability training: a better approach
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Still augment dataset with Gaussian noise perturbed samples, but change the optimization problem
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Stability training

original perturbed perturbed perturbed perturbed

Only evaluate original objective on clean images, evaluate stability loss on both all images



Still augment dataset with Gaussian noise perturbed samples, but change the optimization problem
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Stability training

Only evaluate original objective on clean images, evaluate stability loss on both all images
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Benefits of stability training

• effectiveness: improved performance on noisy data while preserving performance on clean data 
• efficiency: improved robustness versus many noise types simultaneously 
• can be applied to fine-tuned models: same performance on original, improve robustness on noisy 

data



Empirical results
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Robust similar image triplet ranking

Stability training retains performance on noisy data



Robust image classification

Stability training improves performance on noisy data 
Stability training can keep performance on original dataset



Robust image similarity detection

• Improved precision / recall for multiple noisy datasets 
• Stability training increasingly shrinks feature distance as images become more similar



Conclusion

• Stability training = a method to improve the robustness of neural networks against input noise 
• Stability training is effective and efficient
• Stability training can be applied to fine-tuned models with same performance on original dataset 

• However, it is not a final solution to the adversarial examples problem
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Robustness and LHC data

• When using particle detection data: 
• How vulnerable are neural networks in this domain? 
• What other methods beyond stability training can improve robustness? 
• Do sparse particle detection data more easily generate adversarial examples? 

• …
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machine learning @ Caltech

• reinforcement learning 
• deep learning 
• structured prediction 
• spatiotemporal problems 
• robotics 
• …

DOLCIT = Decision, Optimization & Learning at the California Institute of Technology
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a tidbit about me
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• 2006-2011: MSc physics, math (I liked string theory)  
• master’s thesis: “exotic path integrals” with Professor Robbert Dijkgraaf 

• 2013-now: machine learning, deep learning, reinforcement learning



Thank you!  

Questions?
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